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Tips and tricks for among us

Here are the top tips and tricks for among us to protect yourself as a crew or Cheats and find the potential cheater to win Game.In this post, we will talk about the best tips and tricks for those who play the uber-popular game, among us. We've included some favorable tips and tricks for both cheats and crew mates that will help you win the game, eventually. Among us is a popular
game among streamers, but FYI, the game was released back in 2018. It is only recently that popular YouTube streamers made this game popular. So, without wasting time and staying more about the game, let's take a look at among us top tips and tricks that you can make use of to master the game as an imposter or a crewmate. For ImpostersLock the doors behindIt is a no
brainer that if you do something bad, the doors should be locked. The same applies among us if you play as an impostor. Doors can be locked on the sabotage screen, which is a good friend of an impostor. When someone comes to come with you, lock the door behind, and kill the crew and take them out. Do an AllyWhat better way to get away from a murder and then have an ally
in the process of decision-making. Well, we don't talk here in the literal sense, it's just in the context of that between us game. Sometimes it is better to let the crew live so that they can help you during the discussion to find the culprit. Gain their trust by fixing either oxygen or reactor or other 2 person task. Avoid being seenNeak out when you kill your crewmates. Getting caught off
guard or on the security camera is a big no-no. To avoid the cameras, if it flashes red, this means someone is looking at you via the feed. So be sure to check your camera status before you kill. Moreover, travel with wait is a special ability that the impostor only constitutes. So make sure you avoid using it more often to avoid suspicion. Killing people in groupsIt is a misconception
that standing in groups will avoid being killed. Killing your crewmates in groups is an easy task. Simply turn off the lights on the sabotage map and press the kill button. The good thing is that the blame can fall on someone in the group. Kill from Distance donors don't have to be near the potential crew mate to kill him. They can also be killed from a distance. As soon as the kill
button lights up, they can press it no matter how far or close the crewmate. Damage ReactorO2 and the reactor are two rooms that are important, so you can try to destroy this. Soon, any crewmate will surely come to fix the rooms that cheats will automatically win if the crew does not fix them in time, guaranteeing that at least one member will swing by to fix them, and in time you
can kill them. Crewmates can use CCTV as their extended eyes to keep an eye on different locations. If an impostor is not so skilled, he/she will not know if they are being seen via CCTV. Just go to security room, but be vigilant. Make a decision when 3 RemainIf there are only 3 members left, it is high time that a decision has been made. Because, if you skip the decision section
when you're 3, then it's game over. The impostor would find and kill some of the two and bam! He/she wins. Do not walk aloneA basic tip for the crew would be to stay close to other crewmates. But one should avoid staying too close to anyone, as it may turn out to be the killer himself. Bait the killerIf you find two people standing in a room, head above it is run out to a distance and
look back. If there is one murderer among the two, the impostor would have taken the chance to kill the other. Other miscellaneous tipsIf a crewmate needs to insert their keys or scan their card, EACH crewmate has the same task. So if you see someone doing those things when no one else did it, chances are they're faking it. Avoid following the members in case you are
impostors as they may become suspicious of your behavior and kick you out by calling a meeting Clarification: So, there you have it from my side in this post. I hope you enjoyed this little tip and trick post on everyone's favorite right now, Among us the game. If you have any thoughts on the best tips and tricks to win among us, then feel free to drop in under the comments. Also
subscribe to our DigitBin YouTube channel for videos. Bye! Need someone among us Imposter tips to help you lie low? How about knowing how to sniff out bad apples like crewmate? Jumping into a game with friends can be challenging when you're out of the loop, but don't let it slow you down. I'm here to help you strengthen your skills as a confident prosecutor, while recognizing
your potential as a top-tier trickster. Staying safe and on the task as a crewmate is one thing, but you will find the best among us strategy to operate undercover as Cheats. Whether you're an honest crewmate or a smooth Cheater, I've put together this Among Us guide to help you get started. Among us is also one of our best portable games that you can play with friends on a low-
spec machine. Important among us tips for new playersAmong us, between four and ten players support split by two teams: Between one and three Impostors, and the rest Crewmates. Crewmates win by performing simple tasks around the map, or by throwing out all the impostors. Cheaters win by killing crewmates and dodging ejections until only a few crewmates remain. When
a body is found and reported, it will draw all players into a meeting for a discussion. Players can then vote on who they think potential impostors are, or skip the vote if they are undecided. Here are some general tips to help you prepare for a fight. Familiarize yourself with the map and tasks Similar to other games, watch a few rounds on Twitch and learn where certain rooms and
puzzles are located is a good start. Consider keeping tab open with the map you are playing on you learn the names of each room. Knowing the names of each task and where they can be completed is also helpful, as you can safely tell everything you've done as a crewmate, or lie convincingly like the Impostor. Shh!There is no talk while completing tasks. The only occasions
where you are allowed to speak (usually via Discord) are before the match begins, or during meetings. You're not allowed to talk after you're killed, either. Crewmates can still float around the map and complete tasks like a ghost, but you can't talk during meetings. Alertness is keyHold a mental note of what others are doing as you move around the station. For example, if you see
three other players on their way to Admin on Skeld, and then a body is reported closely, you can share this information with the rest of the team. Similarly, if you play like an Impostor, knowing where others are on the map will help you remain hidden, and can even help you frame someone else for your grim deeds. Picture 1 of the 3Skeld map (Image Credit: Innersloth)Picture 2 of
3MIRA HQ Maps (Image Credit: Innersloth)Picture 3 of the 3Polus Map (Image Credit: Innersloth)Among Us Crewmate Tips: How to Get Married Rogue AgentsComplete tasksThis may sound obvious, but it's easy to get swept up in the game and forget that you're aiming to work with. It's a mix of long and short tasks, depending on the settings the game host has selected.
Fortunately, these tasks are as simple as turning numbers into a keyboard, or dragging a few blades into a vacuum. Be aware when observing suspicious activity, but try to keep your eyes on the prize to put pressure on Imposters.Don't ignore sabotage eventsIf an Impostor sabotages the drive, you may need to hurry to a specific room to fix the faulty equipment. If the entire team
ignores the O2 and Reactor events, the Cheaters can get an easy win. So follow the arrows that appear on your map quickly in these situations, and work with the rest of the crew to remove them quickly. Other sabotages include closing doors and turning off the lights. It is possible to fix the lights, but there is little that Crewmates can do with the doors until they reopen, except to
hope that they are not stuck in a room with an Imposter.Don't delay, call an Emergency MeetingIt is possible to call an emergency meeting among us if you think you have uncovered valuable information about the Cheaters. Each map has an Emergency button, and the number of emergency meetings per game can be adjusted by the host. Keep in mind that you can use this
button as part of your among us strategy to limit who the Impostor might be. The button location varies per map: At Skeld and MIRA HQ it is in the cafeteria, while at Polus it is in the office. It takes a few seconds for the animation to finish after you interact with the Emergency button, so if an Impostor lurks nearby, you may be caught off-guard. Sabotage involving O2, Reactor, and
Lights disable all crewmate's ability to interact with the Emergency Button, and there is also a cooling after each emergency meeting. (Photo credit: Innersloth) Among us Imposter's tip: How to fool your friendsVentUnlike Crewmates, Imposts can move around the map much faster by jumping in and out of valves - the small, gray grills on the floor. You can fool in these when you
decide which room to travel to next, but sabotage and kill chills will break while you're out of sight. Before you step out of a valve, it's worth waiting a few seconds to see which crewmates are nearby - you want to avoid appearing in front of them and giving yourself away. Look busy As the Cheater is your goal to sabotage and pick off crewmates, but you need to have backup tasks
in mind to help you get in with the rest of the team. Choose some tasks you can claim you've worked on between meetings so you're ready to roll them off with confidence when asked. This is a solid among us strategy, but it also helps if you are good at lying. Keep in mind that you can't fake visual tasks, though- there's a way to admit that you're Cheats instantly. Going to
terminals and pausing for a few seconds to make it look like you're getting on with your tasks also helps. Others will watch, and good crewmates will highlight those who do not complete tasks in meetings. After you've been playing for a few hours, you'll notice ways in which you can build a compelling defense, while seizing appropriate moments to pin the blame on others. (Photo
credit: Innersloth) Sabotage! Turn off the lights, break the reactor, and close doors are just a few ways you can slow crewmates and orchestrate a killing. It's a chilling after performing a sabotage event, so plan ahead and think about how you can target players and get away quickly afterwards. Killing near valves gives you an escape route, but consider locking a crewmate in the
room with you to avoid them leaving, or anyone else who goes in and witnessed the attack. Turning off the lights limits Crewmate's vision to help you carry out a quick kill, even if others are nearby, before connecting to another part of the ship. You can even trigger sabotage incidents that require crewmates to fix the machinery, and then fix it yourself to seem innocent. Watch out
for camerasCreals use the security cameras to check up on others. While it's best to avoid killing in the light of the cameras altogether, sometimes you only have a few seconds to seize the opportunity. Fortunately, you can see when a security camera is active, as it shows a red, flashing light. Even when you kill out of reach of a security camera, if you've noticed that someone is
looking at the area, it's worth taking extra care to make sure you go through the motions to enter and leave a room normally. (Photo credit: Innersloth) Reporting bodies Giving others confidence can be challenging, but you can try to frame an innocent by reporting the body of a player you have killed. This strategy is absolutely risky and can easily backfire if other crewmates are
already dubious. But if you've played closely up to this point and have managed to get others to clear you in previous meetings, hiding in plain sight can work surprisingly well. Similarly, if you are aware that the crew suspect an innocent player, reporting the body while they are conveniently nearby helps you build a compelling case against them, and removes you from the ejection
line. Coordinate with other ImpostersThis among us strategy is hard to pull off, but it can end games quickly. If you're in a battle where there are more Impostors, be sure to keep an eye on what they're doing. You may not be able to talk to them, but you can find out what their intentions might be based on the sabotage they initiate, as well as their movements and positioning on the
map. Operating separately ensures that you all have different Crewmate alibis, but you can vouch for each other, provided that your stories are likely. Towards the end of the match, when few crewmates are left, or when they can be close to completing all tasks, teaming up with the other Imposter can close the game quickly. Choosing a sabotage that benefits both of you, such as
turning off the lights, can lead to a double murder. This ensures that you make the most of your time between cooling. cooling.
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